
Ripe Red Ber!es
Living on less…

Beautifully and Simply.
Here's what you'll need;

Russet potatoes (I actually used yukon golds and they worked just fine and were delicious!) - quantity depends on how many you'd 
like to make. I used about 12 smallish potatoes - russets are larger, so less would be needed.

My suggestion, cut up 3 russets and see how much you end up with - if you need more, cut up another, if this is enough, perfect. If 
it's too much, store cut potatoes, covered with water, in the fridge for up to two days. Who says you can't have fries (homemade) 
twice in one week?

Coarse or sea salt

High heat oil - I use sunflower oil though peanut oil works well too.

A pot for frying (I use my wok or cast iron frying pan. Any heavy bottomed or deep heavy bottomed pot will work),

You'll also need a slotted spoon, some brown paper (think paper bags), a tea towel (or two), a candy/frying thermometer (if you 
don't have one, don't fret), and (if making a few batches) a cooling rack (with baking sheet placed underneath) to store cooked fries 
on while keeping warm in the oven…

Here's what you'll need to do;

Fill a large glass or ceramic bowl, half-way, with cold water.

Slice potatoes into the thickness and length you like (here's yet another added bonus - you choose how thick or thin to make them!)

As your chopping away, place the cut pieces into the water, in the bowl. This helps release their starch as well as prevent browning. 
Add more water as necessary…

Once all potatoes have been cut and covered with water, pour cut potatoes in colander, drain cloudy water and refill bowl with 
fresh cold water, add potatoes again. Continue this until water is no longer cloudy. Two or three times should do…

Drain water again and now place cut potatoes onto a tea towel and thoroughly dry. Remember, water and oil do not mix. So, if you 
need to use a second tea towel to ensure their super dryness, do so.

While your drying the potatoes, get the oil heating up. You'll want to use enough oil to cover the potatoes, yet not too much, to 
prevent that the oil from bubbling over...trouble for sure...be sure to leave enough space at the top of the pot for the bubbling hot oil 
and the potaotes - do not overfill your pot. 

If you have a candy or frying thermometer, great, use it. The oil should be between 350 degrees F and 375 degrees F. If you don't 
have such equipment - don't fret. If you drop a 1" cube of white bread into the oil and it browns in 60 seconds or less, your up to 
temperature. You can also try tossing a cut potato slice into the oil, if it starts to sizzle, a lot - well, it's probably up to temperature, if 
it doesn't, let it heat up some more...

The key is to not overcrowd the pan. Too many and the oil will cool and the fries will absorb too much oil and become soggy. Too 
few and they fry up super fast - almost to the point of burning…so best to cook in smaller batches, leaving enough room around 
each piece to allow for proper cooking.

Once potatoes have been added to the hot oil, increase heat, slightly, to compensate for the heat absorption from the fries…Keep 
an eye on them as they cook. Stirring occasionally and regulating the heat as necessary.



Once the fries look nice and browned, remove with slotted spoon and place on paper bags/paper. Salt generously.

Turn heat slightly down while removing. Once all fries have been removed, increase heat again to bring back up to temperature and 
repeat the process all over again...

I place the salted and cooked fries onto my cooling rack (seems to prevent them from getting soggy) which is also placed over a 
cookie tray (to catch the ones which fall through the 'cracks') and then tuck them into the warmed oven (200 degree F) until all fries 
have been cooked or all food is ready to be served…

This recipe can also be used with sweet potatoes - sweet potato fries - YUM!
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